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Outward Payment Application Form
(Client Application to Purchase Foreign Exchange)
Inward Receipts Application Form
(Client Application to Sell Foreign Exchange)
To ensure compliance with legislation and to mitigate remitter risk, Investec reserves its rights to only make payment after confirmation of receipt of payment from the remitting bank.
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Please check the following...
I/We hereby apply to purchase foreign exchange from Investec Bank Ltd ("the bank")
The form you have selected is relevant to the following transactions:
- Inflow of funds to South Africa - The bank buying currency from you - You selling currency to the bank
- Outflow of funds from South Africa - The bank selling currency to you - You buying currency from the bank
Is the trade being facilitated by an Outsourcer/Agent? *
(CCYY-MM-DD)
OUTSOURCER/INTERMEDIARY DETAILS
Outsourcer/Agent Registration Number
*
*
*
*
MONETARY DETAILS
Please note that the bank might not trade in all the currencies contained in this list. The Bank reserves its right not to process your instruction and to communicate alternative options.
Would you like your exchange rate to be confirmed prior to dealing?
*
*
Is the source of your funds from an Investec Foreign Currency Account? (FCA/CFC)
Do not use spaces or dashes in the account number
Do you wish to credit these funds to a FCA/CFC account?
*
Do not use spaces or dashes in the account number
REPORTING CATEGORY DETAILS
Balance of payment category code to be used for the reporting of this transaction 
Country where the service was requested from or where merchandise was exported to?
*
NB: Where applicable to this transaction, the provision of the particulars detailed hereunder is MANDATORY; The bank is precluded from processing of such transactions in the absence of the requisite details.
Seq Number
Main Description
Evidence of Importation in respect of Advance Payments must be presented to the bank on receipt of the goods in the Republic and clearance by Customs. Failure to furnish the requisite documentation within the allotted time frame, will require the bank to report the contravention to the Financial Surveillance Department of the SARB.
Do you have SARB document  dispensation approval?
*
*
(CCYY-MM-DD)
*
*
*
*
Sub Seq Number
Import Data
*
*
*
*
*
LOAN DATA
Loan Interest Rate
Loan Tenor *
(CCYY-MM-DD)
TRAVELLER'S DETAILS
Main Traveller
*
(CCYY-MM-DD)
*
Temporary Residence Permit
Number
Temporary Residence Permit Number Expiry Date
(CCYY-MM-DD)
*
*
(CCYY-MM-DD)
*
*
*
*
(CCYY-MM-DD)
*
APPLICANT DETAILS
*
(CCYY-MM-DD)
*
Temporary Residence Permit
Number
Temporary Residence Permit Number Expiry Date
(CCYY-MM-DD)
*
*
(CCYY-MM-DD)
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
REMITTERS DETAILS (Details of offshore party sending funds to South Africa)
Is the Remitter of the funds, the 
same as the applicant? *
*
*
*
APPLICANT DECLARATION
   I, the undersigned                                                                                                                                                                                                            ,  declare that:  *	I accept that the exhangerate at which my deal is concluded is an Investec determined rate; *	I have read this document and know and understand the content thereof; *	the information furnished above is in all respect both true and correct; *	the currency applied for will only be used for the specific purpose stated herein; *	the documentation presented in support of this application is in all respects authentic; *	I have been informed of the limit applicable to the above transaction and confirm that this  limit will not exceeded as a result of the conclusion of this transaction; and
I consent to this information being provided to the South African Revenue Service, the South African Reserve Bank and/or the Financial Intelligence Centre.
Signature: 
Dated: *
______________________________________________________________________
Credit Authority - Authorised Signatory(ies) required when the applicant is not the account holder: By signing, the Authorised Signatory(ies) of the account mentioned above, acknowledge that they are giving Investec permission to credit the total amount due, and debit any charges where applicable.
Signature(s): 
Dated:
______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
NB: Please complete form, sign, scan and email
Outward Payment Application Form
(Client Application to Purchase Foreign Exchange)
Inward Receipts Application Form
(Client Application to Sell Foreign Exchange)
To ensure compliance with legislation and to mitigate remitter risk, Investec reserves its rights to only make payment after confirmation of receipt of payment from the remitting bank.
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